TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOOH-BOOH, SRSG, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA
INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK
FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053
FAX: (250) 84265

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:
UNOMUR: FAX (256) 486-23186
MILOB GP HQ
BYUBAT
TUN COY

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 270600B APR TO 280600B APR 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 270600H APR TO 280600H APR 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. PERIOD UNDER REVIEW WAS RELATIVELY CALM DESPITE THE EXCHANGE OF MORTAR, RPG AND SA FIRE BETWEEN WARRING FACTIONS. CEASEFIRE GENERALLY NOT BEING OBSERVED BY BOTH SIDES. RGF POSITIONS ON KIGALI - BYUMBA ROAD OBSERVED DESERTED. RPF PRESENCE OBSERVED AROUND BUKOBA IN THE SOUTH EAST. RWAMANAGA NOW A GHOST TOWN. SITUATION IN THE CITY STILL UNCLEAR WITH RPF IN CONTROL OF SOUTH, RGF CONTROLLING THE NORTH AND THE MILITIA CONTROLLING THE WEST. MASS KILLINGS CONTINUE IN RGF HELD AREAS. MASSIVE MOVEMENT OF REFUGEES TO THE NORTH (RPF HELD AREAS) AND TO THE SOUTH (RGF HELD AREAS). TWO UNEXPLODED MORTAR BOMBS FOUND IN AMAHORO STADIUM. FC HELD DISCUSSIONS WITH COS RGF AND SOME GOVT REPRESENTATIVES. HUMANITARIAN TEAM WENT TO BYUMBA FOR DISCUSSIONS WITH COUNTERPARTS FROM UGANDA.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. STATEMENT CONTINUES. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT TO REPORT.

3. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES. BOTH SIDES NOT OBSERVING CEASE FIRE. MORTAR FIRE WAS EXCHANGED BETWEEN CID AND KANOWEB CAMP. INTENSIVE SA AND MG FIRE BETWEEN RPF AND RGP IN VALLEY TO THE NORTH OF CITY AND ON ROAD FROM CHEZ LANDO HOTEL TO AIRPORT. NO RGF PRESENCE ON THE ROAD FROM BYUMBA TO KIGALI.

A. RPF. TROOPS OBSERVED AROUND BUKOBA IN SOUTH EAST OF COUNTRY. CONSOLIDATING AREAS HELD IN AND AROUND THE CITY. OBSERVED TO BE CARTING REFUGEES UP NORTH TO CAMPS IN BYUMBA, KISARO AND MYOBE.

B. RGF. REINFORCEMENTS FROM THE NORTH OBSERVED. EXCHANGED FIRE WITH RPF IN THE CITY AND BELIEVED TO HAVE SUSTAINED HEAVY CASUALTIES DURING EXCHANGES. TROOPS POSITIONS.

C. MILITIA. STILL IN CONTROL OF AREA AROUND NYAMIRAMBO IN THE CITY. ALSO MANNING ROAD BLOCKS IN CITY AND ROADS LEADING TO THE SOUTH.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES. PERIOD WAS USED FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF DEFENSIVE POSITIONS, HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES AND DISCUSSIONS AIMED AT FINDING SOLUTIONS TO SOME OF THE URGENT PROBLEMS FACING THE REFUGEES.

A. FORCH HQ. COORDINATION OF HUMANITARIAN TASKS WERE CARRIED OUT DURING THIS PERIOD. FC HELD HIS NORMAL BRIEFINGS AT 270700 HRS AND 272000. FC HELD DISCUSSIONS WITH RGF COS. FC ALSO PAID WORKING VISIT TO KIA.

B. UNOMUR. AREA GENERALLY CALM.

(1) ACTING CHO VISITED KISORO AND KYANNAK.
FROM: UNANIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 270600B APR TO 280600B APR 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. PERIOD UNDER REVIEW WAS RELATIVELY CALM DESPITE THE EXCHANGE OF MORTAR, RPG AND SA FIRE BETWEEN WARRING ACTIONS. CEASEFIRE GENERALLY NOT BEING OBSERVED BY BOTH SIDES. RGF POSITIONS ON KIGALI - BYUMBA ROAD OBSERVED DESERTED. RPF PRESENCE OBSERVED AROUND BUKOBA IN THE SOUTH EAST. RWAMANAGA NOW A GHOST TOWN. SITUATION IN THE CITY STILL UNCLEAR WITH RPF IN CONTROL OF SOUTH, RGF CONTROLLING THE NORTH AND THE MILITIA CONTROLLING THE WEST. MASS KILLINGS CONTINUE IN RGF HELD AREAS. MASSIVE MOVEMENT OF REFUGEES TO THE NORTH (RGF HELD AREAS) AND TO THE SOUTH (RGF HELD AREAS). TWO UNEXPLODED MORTAR BOMBS FOUND IN AMABO STADIUM. FC HELD DISCUSSIONS WITH COS RGF AND SOME GOVT REPRESENTATIVES. 'HUMANITARIAN TEAM WENT TO BYUMBA FOR DISCUSSIONS WITH COUNTERPARTS FROM UGANDA.'

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. STATEMENT CONTINUES. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT TO REPORT.

3. FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES. BOTH SIDES NOT OBSERVING CEASE FIRE. MORTAR FIRE WAS EXCHANGED BETWEEN CMD AND KANWBE CAMP. INTENSIVE SA AND RPG FRENCH BETWEEN RPF AND RGF IN VALLEY TO THE NORTH OF CITY AND ON ROAD FROM CHEZ LANDO HOTEL TO AIRPORT. NO RGF PRESENCE ON THE ROAD FROM BYUMBA TO KIGALI.

A. RPF. TROOPS OBSERVED AROUND BUKOBA IN SOUTH EAST OF COUNTRY. CONSOLIDATING AREAS HELD IN AND AROUND THE CITY. OBSERVED TO BE CARRYING REFUGEES UP NORTH TO CAMPS IN HYUMBA, KISARO AND MWEB.

B. RGF. REINFORCEMENTS FROM THE NORTH OBSERVED. EXCHANGED FIRE WITH RPF IN THE CITY AND BELIEVED TO HAVE SUSTAINED HEAVY CASUALTIES DURING EXCHANGES. TROOPS POSITIONS.

C. MILITIA. STILL IN CONTROL OF AREA AROUND NYAMIRAMBO IN THE CITY. ALSO MANNING ROAD BLOCKS IN CITY AND ROADS LEADING TO THE SOUTH.

4. MILITARY ACTIVITIES. PERIOD WAS USED FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF DEFENSIVE POSITIONS, HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES AND DISCUSSIONS AIMED AT FINDING SOLUTIONS TO SOME OF THE URGENT PROBLEMS FACING THE REFUGEES.

A. FORCE HQ. COORDINATION OF HUMANITARIAN TASKS WERE CARRIED OUT DURING THE PERIOD. FC HELD HIS NORMAL BRIEFINGS AT 0700 HRS AND 272000. FC HELD DISCUSSIONS WITH RGF COS. FC ALSO PAID WORKING VISIT TO KIA.

B. UNOMUR. AREA GENERALLY CALM.

(1) ACTING CMO VISITED KISORO AND KUANYIK.
(2) PATROLLED AOR.

(3) HUMANITARIAN CELL BEING FORMED TO COORD UNAMIR HUMANITARIAN CELL.

C.  BYUBAT.

(1) PROVIDED SECURITY AT KIA, FORCE HQ AND AMAHORO STADIUM.

(2) PROVIDED ESCORTS DURING THE PERIOD.

(3) SOME BOMBS LANDED AT THE STADIUM AND KIA, NO CASUALTIESRecorded.

(4) IMPROVING ON OWN DEFENSES AND SECURITY OF ALL POSITIONS.

(5) GENDARMERIE AT AIRPORT FORCEFULLY TOOK AWAY ONE LOCAL THEY SUSPECTED TO BE AN RPF SYMPATHIZER.

D.  TUN PLATOON (+).

(1) PROVIDED SECURITY AT MILLES COLLINES WITH 2 X APCs.

(2) PROVIDED SECURITY AT KING FAISAL HOSPITAL.

(3) ALSO PROVIDED SECURITY AT MERIDIENT HOTEL.

E.  HILOR

(1) ESCORTED HUMANITARIAN OFFICIALS FROM KIGALI TO BUMBA.

(2) CARRIED OUT RECCE PATROLS IN EASTERN PART OF COUNTRY.

(3) ALSO COLLATED INFORMATION ON REFUEREE CAMPS IN RPF HELD AREAS.

5.  UNCIVPOL. NTR.

6.  HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.

A.  TEAM WENT TO MULINDI FOR DISCUSSIONS WITH REPS FROM RPF, UNHCR, WFP, MSP, ICRC (SOME CAME FROM UGANDA), TO ASSES REFUEREE PROBLEMS AND HUMANITARIAN REQUIREMENTS IN RPF HELD AREAS.

B.  ANOTHER TEAM TOURED KIGALI TO LOCATE REFUEREE CAMPS AND ASSES THE HUMANITARIAN REQUIREMENTS.

C.  16.5 METRIC TONNES OF MEDICAL AID WAS RECEIVED FROM THE ICRC.
D. MEETING WITH RGF G-3 DID NOT COME ON AS SCHEDULED. MAY BE HELD TODAY.

E. REFUGEE CAMPS SO FAR LOCATED UP NORTH ARE AS FOLLOWS:

(1) 5 X REFUGEE CAMPS WITH ABOUT 25,000 REFUGEES LOCATED AROUND KIDHAO IN RUHENGIRI AREA.

(2) GROUP OF REFUGEES AT BYUMBA PARISH AND FORMER BYUBAT LOCATION.

(3) 2 X REFUGEE CAMPS AT KISARO AND MYOVE WITH ABOUT 50,000 REFUGEES.

(4) IN THE MUTARA AREA THERE IS A REFUGEE CAMP AT GANINI WITH ABOUT 20,000 REFUGEES. AROUND KAYOWZA REFUGEES NUMBER ABOUT 30,000.

F. NEEDS OF REFUGEES MOSTLY WATER, FOOD, BLANKETS AND MEDICINE.

7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

8. LOGISTICS. FORCE STOCK LEVEL AS FOLLOWS:

A. 12 DAYS RESERVE RATION.

B. 28 DAYS RESERVE WATER.

C. 46,800 LITRS FUEL RESERVE.

SOME WELFARE ITEMS WERE RECEIVED DURING THE PERIOD. FOLLOWING ITEMS URGENTLY REQUIRED:

A. FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT.

B. NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT.

C. STATIONERY AND BARRACKS STORES.

9. MISC. FORCE STRENGTH NOW 455. NO PERSONNEL ON ADMISSION.